Generally, two topics with vastly different terminology probably indicate different implied concepts. However, these topics themselves might share common references (bibliographic coupling), which suggest the underlying joint concept. Therefore, searching for these joint concepts in different topics would be of scientific interest. Previous studies have measured the similarity between topics based on comparison of the topics' word probability distributions. In contrast, this paper presents an approach for measuring the similarity between topics based on the bibliographic coupling. Besides, the similarity is independent of the topic's word probability distributions generated by a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. The proposed approach was evaluated using its counterpart (intra-topic similarity), baseline topic similarity matrices, and cosine measure. The method was exampled on brain cancer patents. A cross-topic similarity network of eight topics showcases 28 cross-topic pairs to profile which topics were associated with particular topics. Interestingly, some of the 28 combinations may be of scientific interest. For instance, the findings of the top five cross-topic pairs suggest that ''growth of cancer cells'' and ''imbalances in the hormones'' have common knowledge sources with the highest similarity value. These two entirely different concepts may suggest some common causative factors within the field. We believe that finding such an association between unrelated innovative inventions across various industries may help public and private research units in planning research direction and serve as a reference for future research.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phrase, ''Dwarfs standing on the shoulders of giants'' [1] , represents that the earlier literature is a significant source for future innovations. In scientific research, two invention concepts that have no technical similarity are influenced by the same existing works. This existing knowledge has been recorded mainly by scientists in recent decades. These scientists spend full time within their research fields and relatively remain unfamiliar with disparate research fields. These unrelated research fields may have connections through joint concepts that can lead to the scientific interest, which may need the cooperation of both research fields. As a result, many combinations of diverse technical concepts remain unknown for communities across different industries, while cooperation on such joint concepts may lead to accelerating The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xin Luo . the innovation activities related to those concepts. Given this context, the issue of identifying the implied concepts and relationships between those concepts has been addressed using two main approaches: clustering [2] and topic models [3] . These approaches group the documents into clusters or topics to represent implied concepts, and one of the primary functions of these approaches is to identifying cluster similarity or topic similarity. Mainly, the topic similarity covers cross-topic similarity and intra-topic similarity. Former represents the similarity between different topics, while the latter involves the similarity between the same topics. For instance, some topics are similar while others are dissimilara topic about ''brain cancer'' is more similar to a topic about ''cancer'' than a one about ''diabetes. '' In clustering, documents are grouped into clusters using documents similarity weights. Each document is assigned to only one cluster, and each cluster represents a unique concept. Clustering techniques mainly focused on identifying the VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ clusters with limited emphasis on the relationship between those clusters [1] - [4] . Clustering approaches generally use reference-based similarity to estimate the relation between clusters, such as the use of bibliographic coupling [5] , [6] co-citation [3] , [7] and text with references [6] . These graphbased layouts have been restricted to display similarities between clusters that have not been directly evaluated. In contrast to clustering, a topic model reduces the dimension of a corpus to make it accessible through the overlap of topics, documents, and words. Besides, topic models have recently attracted a fast-growing interest in linkages between topics. Many approaches used Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a well-known topic model, to identify the pairwise topic similarity either in an automatic or stepwise manner. Former studies are based on topic' word distribution [7] - [10] , while latter approaches used document distribution over topics and are independent of topic' word distribution [12] - [15] . Most of these approaches employed information from the word probability distribution to compare topics using measures such as KL-divergence [13] , cosine measure [15] , and the average Log Odds Ratio [16] . In short, these approaches used text or citation-based similarity for two primary functions: 1) identify topics, and 2) capturing the relations between those topics. Interestingly, these approaches used common similarity measures for both primary functions. In other words, topic similarity inferred with topic generation process or topic contents. For instance, an LDA model generates the topics as topic' word distribution, which is the basic principle of topic generation. If the same principle is applied to identify the similarity between topics, then it would be challenging to find relations between topics with vastly different terminology [16] , [17] . To the best of our knowledge, existing works have not integrated bibliographic coupling (BC) with the LDA to refine the estimation of topic similarity. Documents are bibliographically coupled if they have at least one same reference in their references [19] .
This study integrates BC with LDA, where topically similar documents are grouped to represent a topic, and BC between each document pair is calculated. The document pairs relevant to different topics represent cross-topic similarity, while the document pairs relevant to the same topics represent intra-topic similarity. The key advantage of this study is to ensure that the cross-topics similarity is not inferred directly with LDA topic generation because it does not depend on the topic's word distribution. Because BC makes it possible to extract the relational evidence of extension from the same existing work(s) that can be missing when using keyword-based choices, which depends on author writing style, whereas sharing citations capture document relationships. Thus, the relational evidence between topics that suggest different implied concepts can be captured. Some of the topic combinations may reveal relational evidence between entirely unrelated implied concepts and can be of scientific interest. The study utilized an analytical process that was laid within the framework of data mining to delineate FIGURE 1. The framework of the proposed method based on bibliographic coupling (BC) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). A document collection is selected. First, reference information of documents is used to generate a matrix, which converts all documents into document-document pairs using BC. The titles and abstracts of those documents were cleaned by removing stop words and then retained as words and phrases. Then, LDA is employed to transfer those words and phrases into the matrix (document distribution over topics). Finally, those two matrices were merged into a cross-topic network map. The similarity of each cross-topic pair is analyzed through weighted NCS. some of the study objectives. First, refining the measurement of cross-topic similarity in scientific literature by leveraging BC-based similarity between LDA generated topics. Second, measuring the cross-topic similarity using a weighted cosine measure without interfering with the topic's word distribution. Third, comparing the proposed approach with the other three topic similarity matrices. In last, identifying and visualizing the top cross-topic pairs using brain cancer patents, thus understanding the commonalities between unrelated innovative inventions across different industries.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II describes the details of the research theory and methodology step by step. Section III presents the case study supported by the results and evaluation of the proposed methodology. Finally, Section IV contains the discussion, implications, and concluding remarks.
II. RESEARCH THEORY AND METHODOLOGY A. RESEARCH CONCEPT AND FRAMEWORK
This study aims to recommend an analytical framework by constructing a cross-topic similarity network through leveraging BC-based similarity between topics generated by LDA. This network reveals all the possible combinations of cross-topics that can help in understanding the commonalities between unrelated innovative inventions across different industries. The overall concept of the methodology is shown in a stepwise manner in Figure 1 . Additionally, Figure 2 explains this concept in graphical form. Figure 2a shows a document-document matrix using NCS value that is based on the bibliographic coupling strength between each document-pair. Second, Figure 2b shows another matrix representing topic proportions for documents p(d|k), which an LDA topic model generates. The documents and topics are arranged into rows and columns respectively, against supposed p(k|d) values. Third, Figure 2c shows that the graphical form using the information from Figure 1b and Figure 2b . Now, each topic is linked with the other two topics through the document pairs. Topic-topic relation can be estimated by calculated the NCS value of each document pair between them (shown in small circles). For instance, T 1 and T 2 have 3 document pairs between them.
First, a document-document matrix is created based on the BC relation, which is measured by using the coupling strength of shared-citations between each document pair ( Figure 2a ). Second, another document-topic matrix is generated from the same document source using the information from document distribution over topics that a classic LDA topic model generates ( Figure 2b ). Now, the data from those two matrices are integrated to construct a third topic-topic similarity matrix. This topic-topic matrix is based on BC strength of each document pairs relevant to different topics. Figure 2c shows this matrix in graphical form as a cross-topic similarity network.
The cross-topic similarity was tested against its counterpart, intra-topic similarity, assuming that the intra-topic similarity shows a higher value than cross-topic similarity [27] - [30] . Moreover, the cross-topic similarity was also compared with the other three types of topic similarity matrices, topic words distribution (TS-words), document topic distribution (TS-Doc), and cosine of topic's word vectors (TS-Cosine). However, these comparisons are more robust with the ability of a topic model to produce a coherent topic. Consequently, the two additional tasks were executed before and after the topic generation process, i.e., Kullback-Leibler divergence [24] and Silhouette coefficient [25] , respectively. The former controls the automatic evaluation of an optimum number of topics while the latter evaluates the assignment of each document to its respective topic. In last, patents were exampled to demonstrate the methodology. A cross-topic similarity network of eight topics was constructed based on the BC and LDA, which indicate 28 crosstopics pairs. Furthermore, results and implications from the top five topic pairs were explained in the light of existing research findings.
B. SEARCH STRATEGY AND DATA
Data comes from all published articles, patents, letters, and notes in the target field under inquiry. Data is retrieved using a suitable research strategy with full bibliographic information, including complete cited references lists from an appropriate data source.
A search strategy decides which documents are included in the corpus. A good search strategy should optimize the trade-off between recall and precision that is influenced by data type and the sensitivity of desired results. Once the corpus (or dataset) is assembled, the retrieved data are cleaned and stemmed from removing stop words. For instance, ''and,'' ''of,'' or ''but,'' and infrequently occurring words. Cleaned data is retained in the form of words and phrases, including the reference information.
C. CROSS-TOPIC NETWORK MAP
The work described in this section extends the idea of comparing the strength of BC between topics. The key idea of the proposed approach is to cluster the documents into groups of learned latent topics and re-organize those linear structures into a cross-topic similarity network. The related terminologies and notations are listed in Table 1 . Moreover, the cross-topic similarity network is constructed in a stepwise fashion from the generative process (as shown in Table 2 ). This cross-topic structure provided a view of the data at pairwise-topic analysis and implemented in three steps by 1) BC network, 2) topic-document link, and then 3) crosstopic network. First, a document-document matrix F(D×D) is constructed by creating BC-based links A mn between each pair d m , d n of documents D (Figure 2a ). The BC is defined as a 100% match between a reference in a document and a reference in another document [26] . Let r m (or r n ) be the absolute quantity of citations in the citation list of d m (or d n ). Then, VOLUME 7, 2019 the coupling strength between any two documents d m and d n is expressed as CS (d m , d n ). Moreover, the length of reference records is distinctive in a document pair. Hence, a standardized BC quality is required. A widely-used cosine measure for standardizing the coupling strength of document pair d n , d m , is NCS(d m , d n ), as shown in Equation (1) [27] . This indicator takes values in the interval [0, 1]. For instance, if documents A and B cites 10 and 15 references respectively, and shared five references, then the BC similarity between A and B can be determined with a value of NCS, as 5/ √ (15 * 10) = 0.41. In this quantitative case, A and B are said to be bibliographically coupled with a topical measure of 0.41. The documents having couples, we called them linked-documents. This calculation additionally avoids all disengages (i.e., those documents that share no references with any other documents in the dataset). The number of shared citations is characterized by real BC quality. By and large, the higher the references a document pair is cited, the more citations are shared in the background.
Secondly, LDA is employed, which comprises a document collection into three dimensions: topics, documents, and words. An LDA model generates two distributions. First, every single topic is demonstrated as a multinomial distribution over words p(w|k). Second, every document is expressed as a multinomial distribution over topics p(d|k). Notably, each document d is described with its topical contents as a set of topical proportions θ d . For instance, if K = 3 topics, and document d 1 have p(d|k) = [0.8, 0.0, 0.2], then one can derive that d 1 predominantly represents first topic ( Figure 2b) . A link B kd ought to be made between the topic k and the document d using a set of topical proportions θ d for all document D in the corpus. A most extreme threshold is applied to θ d = max(η d ), which can be adjusted through a slider in the interface. This is a reasonable 1 default since it ensures that every document is represented by only one topic (k, d, max(η d )), as shown in Figure 2c . Practically, this provides the freedom that documents can be allotted to a topic with the highest cohesion.
Third, using the information from two links, A mn and B kd , a third link C kk is created between topic k and k' to construct a topic similarity matrix E(k dm m ×k dn n ). This is achieved by matching the documents of each topic-document link B kd with both documents of each document pair A mn to create a third link, C kk ∼ (k,k , NCS (d,d ) ). Thus, a topic similarity matrix E is constructed based on the topic-topic link C kk while saving information about the topic-document link B kd , and document-document link A mn between those topics. A weighted NCS measures the BC strength of all document pairs between each topic-topic link C kk , which is affected by the frequency of shared citations of all document pairs. This topic similarity matrix can be expressed in graphical form as a cross-topic similarity network with (n 2 −n) /2 (the number of possible cross-topic pairs), where n = number of topics, as shown in Figure 2c . Nodes represent topics. A node size means the number of the documents from this node involves BC with those documents assigned to another node.
Accordingly, the number of links corresponds to the number of documents pairs between cross-topics. An LDA model assigned each document to its respective node using information form the document-topic matrix. The same information characterized by the weight of the document-topic matrix defines the distance between two nodes based on topical proportions θ ∼ max(η). For example, a document d assigned to topic k with max(ηd) = 0.7 is remarkably closer than an edge with just max(ηd) = 0.6. The topic similarity is estimated by measuring the influence of each shared-citation between every document pair as a weighted normalized value of BC. Later, cross-topic pairs are ranked bases on their weighted similarity. Some of the topic pairs with the highest similarity value represent the unrelated concepts across different industries and can be of scientific interest.
As an example, Figure 2a listed seven documents 6 , and, d 7 in matrix form F(7 × 7), making six pairs based on BC links. These documents are assigned to three topics based on their max(η) value: T 1 is assigned with d 1 and, d 2 ;T 2 is assigned with d 3 , d 4 , and d 5 ; and and T 3 is assigned with d 6 , and d 7 , as shown in Figure 2b and 2c. Three topic-topic links are established, i.e., (T 1 , T 2 ),(T 1 , T 3 ) and (T 2 , T 3 ). Thus, quantitatively, T 1 and T 2 is linked together through three document pairs, 3 , 0.3) and their NCS value is 0.4, 0.2, 0.3 and sharing 7, 3, and 4 citations respectively. Thus, weighted NCS (T1,T2) is 0.33. Similarly, weighted NCS of topic pairs T 1 , T 3 and T 2 , T 3 with document pairs (d 2 , d 7 , 0.4) and (d 5 , d 6 , 0.4 , (d 5 , d 7 , 0.3)) can be calculated respectively.
Thus, the proposed topic similarity can be represented in the equation form. The similarity between topics k 1 and
.T ] can be measured using their corresponding document' topic distribution and bibliographic coupling NCS (d k1 , d k2 ) . If two documents d k11 , d k21 are similar to the extent that the bibliographic coupling appears in those documents and d k11 ∈ k 1 , d k21 ∈ k 2 based on θ ∼ max (d). Then, proposed topic similarity (BC&LDA) between k 1 and k 2 based on their all document pairs P ∼ ( d k1 , d k2 ) can be expressed in Equation (2).
III. ILLUSTRATION
The field of brain cancer is selected as an exemplary study. Cancer is the world's second leading cause of death, with 8.8 million deaths in 2015 and 14 million new cases in 2012 [28] . By 2030, it is projected to increase by nearly 80% [29] . Brain Cancer is a subgroup of cancer-related disorders featured by the abnormal growth of cells. For the most part, the cause of brain cancer is still unknown [30] . This field is facing an increasing trend of multidisciplinary technological activities across multiple industries. Bibliographic and textual information of patents on brain cancer is receiving increasing attention as an information source of related disorders for the future. Therefore, the case study on brain cancer was used in this study to illustrate the proposed method.
A. SEARCH STRATEGY AND DATA
Patents cover more than 90% of techniques relating to technological inventions [31] that suggest the scope of patent mining [32] . Derwent World Patent Index (DWPI) was selected as the patent corpus covering 74 million basic inventions from 40 issuing authorities worldwide. Each patent contains 24 subheadings, for instance, patent number, title, abstract, cited patents, articles, and Derwent class codes. The relevant dataset was selected using hit ratios to download related patents [33] , as shown in Equation (3). Hit ratio is based on a core query and a contingent query. The core query is focused on recalling the maximum number of patents, while the precision is emphasized more than recall in case of a contingent query. Each candidate term was individually assessed in the set of contingent queries using the hit ratio of more than 40%. A hit ratio score is in the range of 0 to100, where a higher score corresponds to a relevant term. The core query consisted of two Derwent classification codes, G01N-033/574 represents ''brain,'' and A61K-035/30 represents ''cancer.'' The core query retrieved 16615 patents. The contingent query was devised by searching for ''brain cancer'' in the title field of both DWPI and Medline. Top 500 terms were selected based on term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) from each of the two databases. These 1000 terms were down to 24 (see Table 6 in Appendix ). These 24 terms further reduced to the final set of 18 terms based on the hit ratio score. These 18 terms, as final contingency query, were used to download 6807 patents out of the full set of 16615 patents in January 2018 for the period 1987-2016 ( Table 7 in Appendix ). A total of 120,223 words and phrases were extracted from the abstracts and titles of those selected patents. Data was cleaned by applying Vantage Point's built-in tools, i.e., term clumping, Clustersuit, and then TFIDF, followed by multiple manual screenings and extracted the final dataset of 5070 links and 82,568 citations (74% of the data).
where, A = number of patents retrieved using core query B = number of patents retrieved using contingent query C = number of patents retrieved by any candidate term in B
B. CROSS-TOPIC NETWORK MAP
After cleaning the dataset, patents were utilized to extract a patent-patent matrix F (6807 × 6807), based on BC relations using the patent citations. This matrix F was constructed after calculating the NCS between each patent pair, as described in Figure 2a . Later, the same patent dataset was utilized to generate eight topics in the form of a topics-patent matrix M D (8 × 6807) with the LDA topic model, as shown in Figure 2b . A third topic-topic matrix E(8 × 8) was constructed using the information from two matrices, F and M D , as Figure 2c displays (see methodology section). The cross-topic similarity network was constructed using information from matrix E to show all the 28 cross-topic pairs that reveal the structure of ''brain cancer'' literature. This similarity network summarizes the special meaning about node size, nodal degree, and internode distance, which gave distinctive visualization to map (Figure 3 ). At first, the nodes are represented by topics; their size corresponds to the degree of a particular node and can be calculated as the number of patents sharing between those nodes, as described in Table 3 . For instance, T 5 has 1457 patents, the highest number, and T 7 has the lowest quantity of patents, with a value of 475. However, T 3 is much aggressive in sharing its patent with all other topics. Each topic is listed in descending order of degree in Table 3 . Cross-topic network map. Note: Patents were summarized into eight topics using LDA generative process. Each node represents a topic. Each node is connected to seven other nodes through patent-patent pairs (based on BC strength) to represent 28 cross-topic pairs. The distance between two nodes is controlled by the patent's relevance score p(k|d ) to its respective topic. Nodes size corresponds to the number of the patent-patent links, which indicates BC strength and calculated by weighted NCS value, i.e., patens in a topic (node) are sharing citation with all patents of other topics (nodes). 8 . Patents# represents the number of patents assigned to a topic. Similarly, Citations# tells the total number of citations of all the patents on a topic. Degree# describes the linked-patents out of actual patents. For instance, 1457 patents of topic T 5 linked with 2350 patents relevant to other topics, where each patent in T 5 can link with other topics more than one time depending upon bibliographic coupling similarity value. Shared citations# represents the total number of shared citations in linked-patents.
Second, the nodal distance was controlled by the patent's relevance to a topic p(d|k), which an LDA model generated. A topic-pair is closer if their corresponding patent-pairs have relatively higher semantic relevance to their respective topics p(d|k). This impact was measured through the Pearson correlation (See Table 9 , TS-Doc). A positive correlation suggests that documents participating in BC have an increasing sequence of the values theta to represent the topics. A decreasing sequence suggests a negative correlation.
Third, the nodal degree demonstrates the patent-patent link (BC) between cross-topics pairs, and it was measured through NCS. A Weighted NCS expresses the relative strength of BC affected by the frequency of citations of linked patents. The average degree of the network map was = 1.99. Again, T 5 has the highest number of linking-patents with other sever topics with a value of 2350. Topic T 1 has the lowest value of linking-patents. It is obvious that linking-patents (degree) are more than the patents assigned to a topic. This is because a patent can have a chance to be bibliographically coupled with any patents of the other topic. Accordingly, it is interesting to know how are these eight topics linked mutually to depict a comprehensive picture of patent brain cancer. We calculated weighted NCS of all 28 pairs, where the NCS value of each patent-patent pair is affected by the frequency of shared citations. The top five pairs were selected based on the highest Weighted NCS value, and they were T 5 T 7 ,
The performance of the topic model was assessed using KL divergence and silhouette diagrams; a detailed explanation is provided in Subsection IIID A. First, an optimum topic number of eight topics was selected using KL measure as an estimate before topic generation (Figure 4) . The words and phrases with higher weights were used to label the topics and interpret their meanings ( Table 8 in Appendix ). In brain cancer patents, these eight topics showcased different implied invention concepts, and some occasionally overlap. Second, silhouette diagrams were introduced for the assessment of the particular topic solution ( Figure 5 ), and a detailed explanation is provided in Subsection IIID 2. 
C. ANALYZING THE TOP FIVE PAIRS OF A CROSS-PAIR SIMILARITY NETWORK
Our results reveal that topic pair T 5 T 7 has the highest value of weighted NCS, implying a significant commonality of previous works between two inventions activities. In topic T5, technical words are mostly related to brain cancers, which are rhabdomyosarcoma, medulloblastoma, hodgkin's disease, osteosarcoma, and retinoblastoma. Besides, topic T7 represents the technical words related to kidney and hormones: renal cell, pituitary adenoma, small intestine, vulva, vagina, endocrine system, renal pelvis ureter, urethra, thyroid Silhouette values are arranged from maximum to minimum for each chart. A higher score represents more relevance to the topic using p(d |k); for instance, T 5 has an average 0.741, as shown in Table 3 .
gland, and nephritis. Recent research has revealed that hormone therapy has been used to reduce the risk of brain-related diseases in users of hormone therapy [34] . Moreover, several studies have described similar findings [35] ; for instance, Lin et al. [36] found that some hormones boost cancer cell multiplication. Besides, Clayton et al. [37] found that growth hormones and insulin-like compounds increase the chances of cancer. Similarly, Morch et al. [38] reported similar findings for ovarian cancer in females. Interestingly, the judicious release of hormones has been used as a type of anti-cancer [39] ; thus, knowing those imbalances in the level of growth hormones can impact brain tumors [40] .
The second cross-pair was T 5 T 8 as a representation of two inventions activities-''brain cancer,'' and ''cell, carriers, and agents.'' The nanoparticles are being used as carriers of photosensitizers in cancer treatment. For instance, nanosomes are nanoparticle-sized liposomes and conjugated agents. These are the primary types of carrier-mediated anticancer agents. These agents involve taking the photosensitizer by cancer tissues and follow a photoirradiation [41] .
The third pair in the hierarchy was an overlap between T 1 (asthma, compounds, therapy, diagnosis, anxiety, hypertension, sensitivity) and T 7 (renal cell, pituitary adenoma, small intestine, vulva, vagina, endocrine system, renal pelvis ureter, urethra, thyroid gland, nephritis). Some studies have investigated the association between bronchial asthma and the risk of developing chronic kidney disease [42] . Besides, kidneyrelated functions are associated with dramatic changes in various hormones and resultant symptoms [43] .
The fourth pair was represented as an overlap of invention activities T 4 (Therapeutic agent and drugs) and T 8 (cells, carriers, and agents). Exploratory research studies are aimed to decrease the side-effects of direct drug delivery by delivering through nanoparticles carrier to increase the efficacy of a drug for the targeted treatment of cancer [44] .
Moreover, the role of these agents is becoming more prominent in controlling cancer-related diseases in combination with chemicals treatments [52] , [53] .
In last, T 6 T 7 suggests an indirect association between inventions activities: ''Blood and liver'' and ''kidney and hormones.'' Recent studies suggest that kidney malfunction may result in an environment that may lead to elevated blood properties [50] , [54] . Moreover, Yang & Reckelhoff [48] explained that hormones perform a cardioprotective role, where hormone replacement therapy may afford bloodrelated disorders.
Overall, this pilot study was exampled to investigate the problem of linking the cross-topic pairs for scaled brain cancer patents. We summarized the patents into eight topics. We constructed a cross-topic similarity network to showcase 28 cross-topic pairs, each depicting a unique weighted NCS value, which is independent of the topic's contents. Some topics present the implied inventive concepts that reflect the efforts to understand the alleviating chances of getting a disease. These implied concepts are often expressed individually, although, in reality, they do not occur alone. They are usually not similar to each other but show similarity through common existing knowledge as expressed by shared-citation of patents. The experimental results indicate that BC can portray the dependence between unrelated topics represented as implied concepts.
D. PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
In this section, the cross-topic similarity was tested by comparing it with its counterpart -intra-topic similarity. Moreover, the cross-topic similarity was also evaluated with three similarity matrices that are based on topic distribution over words β ∼ M V (TS-words), patent distribution over the topic α ∼ M D (TS-Doc), and cosine of topic's word vectors(TS-Cos). As these comparisons are more robust if other parameters of the topic model are constant, accordingly, before applying the comparison, the two tasks were executed. First, KL divergence was employed to explore the automatic evaluation of an optimum number of topics. Then, the Silhouette coefficient was estimated for the automatic post-assessment of each topic.
1) ASSESSING THE TOPICS BEFORE TOPIC GENERATION
A topic model requires an initial estimate of topics number in a document collection; typically, this information is unknown. This coherent set of topics makes it possible that highly related documents are grouped in the same topics. Hence, the symmetric KL divergence function was applied to calculate the number of topics [24] . The KL function evaluates the divergence by measuring the uncertainty between two distributions: the topic distribution over words β ∼ M V , and the document distribution over topics α ∼ M D . C m1 is the distribution over a singular value in the matrix M V b. C m2 is the product of the normalized form of D and M D . The divergence measure to matrices M V and M D is described in Equation (4). It is noteworthy that KL findings are affected by many variables, such as data type, data size, and other textual features. The KL values are higher, with a non-optimum number of topics. Keeping in mind that KL produces inconsistent results, it took many iterations. An estimated value of eight was selected as the optimum number of topics (see Figure 4 ).
KL Divergence
2) ASSESSING THE NUMBER OF THE TOPIC AFTER TOPIC GENERATION Even after knowing the optimum number of topics, the results of a topic model were needed to be assessed using various mathematical measurements. For example, Griffiths & Steyvers [49] have used the posterior likelihood of a topic model and perplexity in test data. Similarly, Rousseeuw [25] has employed the Silhouette coefficient for extracted topics. It has been previously utilized in analyzing the findings of LDA topics [56] , [57] . The silhouette measure [25] was applied to assess the quality of the obtained clustering solutions quantitatively; see Equation (5) .
This indicator compared coherence to separation by matching the inside-cluster difference to the between-cluster disparity. For instance, let I represents a document in the corpus. Then, A be the topic to which I has been assigned. Similarly, d(i, C) be the mean dissimilarity of I to all objects of topic C, where C = A. Equation (5) describes the Silhouette value for i, s(i). In this equation, a(i) is the mean deviation of I to all their member documents in a corpus A, and b (i) =  min d(i, C) . The topic for which the least value is achieved is known as the neighbor of i. When A is assigned to only single topic, s(i) is fixed to 0. Silhouette value change from −1 to +1. Its highest value demonstrates that the document is well similar to its topic and poorly coordinated to the neighboring topic. Thus, the Silhouette coefficient was used to evaluate the results of the topics that LDA generated. Each chart shows the silhouette values of the patents for every topic. For every single patent, a silhouette value was determined, and the topic-wise mean value was recorded in Table 3 . Patents related to brain cancer were clustered into topics, and their corresponding silhouette values were arranged from maximum to minimum. As a result, the graph depicts a decent description of the quality of each topic. A broad area at the increasing side of the Y-axis, therefore, shows superior segregation. The most acceptable circumstance happens in the topic T 5 , as shown in Table 3 . Here most patents are grouped to the proper topic, and just the T 2 has a slight share of dissenting values (second down-most diagram in Figure 5 ).
3) COMPARING THE PROPOSED SIMILARITY MATRIX WITH OTHER SIMILARITY MATRICES
Was topic similarity really between technologically different topics? After applying the KL divergence, an optimum number of topics helped in achieving the topic coherence, implying that similar patents were gathered into the same topic. It also signifies that patents of the same topic were more related to each other with higher citation similarity and vice versa [6] . Thus, it was assumed that BC-based similarity should be higher for any document pair relevant to the same topic (intra-topic) than for any pair relevant to different topics (cross-topic pair) [21] .
First, Figure 6 . Surprisingly, two cross-topic pairs, T 5 T 7, T 5 T 7, and T 5 T 8 with and 0.59, are exception revealing intense competition with intra-topic pairs. A general trend of BC&LDA indicates that the similarity values of most cross-topic pairs are lower than 0.54. The patent-patent pairs assigned to the same topic (i.e., intra-topic pairs indicated by rectangles) reflect higher similarity values than that assigned to cross-topic pairs. These findings show an agreement with the observations of earlier studies that similarity value is higher for any pair of the documents associated with the same topic (intra-topic pair) than for any pair related to other topics (cross-topic pair) [27] - [30] . In other words, the higher the semantic similarity topically similar patents will have, the lower the citation similarity they would show to topically different patents [6] , [58] . Hence, cross-topic comparatively reflects a lower similarity value than intra-topic, implying a lower word similarity indirectly; even then, it shows a relatedness between unrelated topics. This discriminative value may also support the precision of a topic model. Second, the performance of the proposed pairwise topic similarity BC&LDA was also compared using three text-based topic similarities. Earlier studies employed word-topic distributions to capture the pairwise correlations between topics using covariance matrices [9] , [59] , [60] . Accordingly, Pearson's Correlation Coefficients (PCCs) was adopted that calculates the correlation between two random variables.
PPC has been adopted to measure the pairwise topic similarity by earlier studies for cross-domain text classification [54] , and topic identification [3] , [55] .
As described in Tables 4, with PCCs, three pairwise topic similarities were constructed:
, cosines of Topic's words, and denoted as TS-Words, TS-Doc and TS-Cos, respectively. First, TS − Words was calculated using the information from the word-topic matrix M V (V × K) that LDA generated, which represents the similarity between topic k V m and topic k V n . Second TS-Doc was computed utilizing the information from patent-topic patent-topic matrix M D between topic k D m and topic k D n . Third, TS-Cos was estimated employing the information from word-topic word-topic matrix M V (V × K) . However the similarity between two topics k V m and k V n was determined as the average pairwise cosine similarity between their top-10 most probable words based on the highest probability of occurrence in each topic. k 1 and k 2 have the same vocabulary words but with different topic assignments. Results for comparing the proposed topic similarity (BC&LDA) against three approaches to topic similarity based on the word-topic matrix (TS − Words), patent-topic matrix (TS − Doc), and cosine of the topic's words vector(TS-Cos). The topic similarity was calculated for the different number of topics in the range of 8-32. All the correlation is significant P < 0.005, except underlined scores. Bold font denotes minimum and maximum scores.
Further, all three topic similarity matrices TS-Words, TS-Doc, and TS-Cos were compared with the proposed similarity matrix E(BC&LDA) as shown in Figure 6 . Similarity values of all 36 topic pairs, as suggested by these four approaches, are listed in Table 9 in the Appendix. It was observed that generally, all three similarity matrices TS-Words, TS-Doc, and TS-Cos, follow a similar trend. However, it was an exciting finding that TS-Doc values were negative for cross-topic pairs and positive for intra-topic pairs. A positive value indicates that two topics are simultaneously related. while, a negative value indicates that when the patent similarity to one topic increases, then its similarity to other topics will decrease [54] . Similarly, TS-Words values show a higher correlation for intra-topic pairs than cross-topic pairs.
In last, the correlation (Pearson) was calculated between proposed topics similarity (BC & LDA) and three similarity matrices TS-Words, TS-D, and TC-Cosine, for topic numbers 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32, as shown in Table 5 . All topic pairs K 2 /2 were considered for each topic number K. The parameters α and β were set as default. The topic similarity was analyzed for all topic pairs and cross-topic pairs separately. This comparison shows the performance of the proposed similarity. The proposed approach measures the number of document links that two topics have through sharing their document's citation normalized by the total number of shared citations NCS. The three-topic similarity matrices based on the covariance of the topic's word distribution M V , patents' topic probability distributions M D , and cosine of topic's word vectors are comparable with the proposed similarity matrix for all the topic collections.
These baseline matrices have consistently produced good pairwise topic similarities generated using different approaches based on LDA [9] , [63] . For instance, Chaney and Blei [16] proposed a similarity matrix utilizing topic probability distribution, and Aletras and Stevenson [3] applied topic semantic space generated for measuring the similarity between two topics based on pairwise cosine measure. As the most interesting observation in Table 5 , the correlations of three similarity matrices with the proposed similarity matrix consistently show an overall positive relation for an increase in the number of topics in both categories, i.e., all pairs and cross-pairs. These results are consistent with the findings of earlier studies of Jo et al. [51] , Shibata et al. [20] , and Meyer et al. [6] that topically similar documents share higher citations (intra-topic) than topically different documents (cross-topic). In contrast to evaluating just selected topic pairs out of a total [3] , the present study compared all the topic combinations, including the cross-topic pairs separately. Although the correlations described in Table 5 may be sensitive and get relaxed with an increase in the number of topics. This observation may conflict with our intuition of understanding the relation of shared citations (BC) to latent space generated by LDA. At this point, we could expect that some topically different patents in cross-topics may tend to share more citations and vice versa because the proposed similarity influenced by shared references (existing common third works) between those cross-pairs. For instance, in Figure 6 , two cross-topics T5T8 and T5T7, show the lower value of three similarity measures but the higher value of proposed similarity, and it can be of scientific interest.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS A. DISCUSSION
The present study aimed to refine the measurement of crosstopic similarity through integrating BC and LDA model, where topic similarity is independent of the topic's word distribution generated by LDA. As an illustration, patents related to brain cancer were clustered into eight topics to construct a cross-topic similarity network revealing 28 cross-topic pairs. Accordingly, the network shows which topics are associated with a particular topic, including the rank of that association. Some of the pairs among 28 pairs were of scientific interest. Such bibliographic coupling-based association between two unrelated topics explains existing common third work that may understand the commonalities between unrelated innovative inventions across different industries. Identifying the commonalities between diverse concepts has emerged as a crucial topic [57] , and similarities between topics have been assessed for various applications [67] , [68] . Thus, such information may guide the public and private research units in planning research direction and serve as a reference for future research. The proposed method shows the following main findings.
The cross-topic similarity network presented in the current study is slightly relevant in structure with another networkby Gretarsson et al. [17] in term of using document distribution over topics p(d|k). The patents associated with the same topic (intra-topic) have higher BC similarity than patents related to different topics (cross-topic), and these findings are consistent with earlier results [28] - [30] . Because documents with higher semantic similarity also have higher citation similarity [6] , [58] . A higher similarity between cross-topics has a greater likelihood of sharing knowledge related to invention and research outcomes. However, some of the cross-topic pairs have similar BC values compared to intra-topic pairs. This overlap might reflect that two unrelated industries unintentionally or locally have been fulfilling their demand through common existing knowledge, although their intentional interaction might promote synergy. Similar apparent insights were observed from the findings of the top five cross-topic pairs. For instance, imbalances in the level of growth hormones have an impact on brain tumors [40] , and the judicious release of hormones has been used as a type of anti-cancer [39] . Furthermore, the proposed approach provides a range of topic-topic combinations n 2 /2 (n = number of topics) that could further improve the findings of prior research studies by facilitating multiple combinations of unrelated implied concepts [57] . Besides, we expect that similarity should be higher for any document pair related to the same topic than for any document pair relevant different topic. Accordingly, the proposed method reveals similar findings when comparing cross-topic pair with intra-topic pair [28] - [30] . A similarity measure with the quantitative capability of proving such a proposition without inferring a topic model can be of significant scientific interest. And this ability can be used to validate the findings of a topic model.
Two concepts were used in proposed method, citationbased information (BC) and text-based information (LDA), which were also applied by earlier studies to pursue diverse objectives [60] - [62] . First, numbers of patents in a topic express the same or similar invention's technological strength, resources dedication, and scientific research findings. Moreover, patent productivity also explains the considerable growth potential in a scientific field and the capacity of innovation to overcome unpredictability concerning its financial aspects. Second, patent citations represent economic and industrial performance [63] . Each patent cites existing patents with comparative or relevant technical claims, which is known as the related prior art. More explicitly, the citation number for a patent may express that the cited patent has substantial opportunities to derive technologically competent innovations in the future. Overall, the combined usage of text and citation information of patents reflects social and financial aspects to overcome unpredictability. Thus, using BC as a cross-topic similarity measure has excellent potential in revealing the relationship between unrelated invention activities.
In terms of theoretical contribution, earlier LDA based studies have identified pairwise topics similarities either automatically or in a stepwise manner. An automatic process means topic generation depends on topic similarity to identify topics [9] - [12] while a stepwise approach measures topic similarity after the topic generation [14] - [17] . Although, topic generation and topic similarity in both methods limit to utilize information from the word probability TABLE 6. Selecting the candidate terms for the contingent query using the hit ratio score. distribution. Alternatively, clustering-based approaches have mainly focused on identifying the clusters; moreover, similarities between those clusters have been inadequately focused and not been directly evaluated [2] , [4] - [6] . The proposed cross-topic similarity contributes to scientific literature in a couple of ways. In the present study, a topic similarity matrix is constructed using BC-based similarity between topics without inferring with topics. Thus, considering the limitations of merely relying on text-based approaches [64] , the proposed method applied the features of BC to reflect the time-based changes of metadata [19] in revealing topic similarity, which is continually changing inside the topic and among them [65] . Furthermore, the proposed approach slightly relates to some previous studies in analyzing the clusters over topics [66] - [68] and provides interactive visual analysis of the extensive document collection in a target scientific field [17] .
B. CONCLUSION
We refined the estimation of similarity between cross-topic pairs, without textual similarity, by integrating Bibliographic Coupling (BC) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). This describes a range of possible cross-pairs, each with a unique similarity value. We exemplified the method and analyzed its efficiency using patents related to brain cancer. According to previous studies, the intra-topic similarity is much higher compared to cross-topic similarity. The finding of this study reveals that some of the cross-topic pairs have similar values compared to intra-topic pairs. It is because the proposed similarity is based on bibliographic coupling, which is shared references between two unrelated topics-an influence of previous common third work(s). Thus, this similarity approach may prove to be a powerful tool for identifying missing links between those unrelated invention concepts. These missing links are suggesting some common interests but not collaboration and their awareness may increase the coordination to pace technological innovation activities.
Furthermore, there were some cautions that we considered in the case study. First, the efficiency of the model depends on a suitable search strategy and, in turn, a substantive collection of relevant documents [33] . Second, data need to be cleaned before analyzing the text for a given corpus to extract the topics. Keyword selection has a substantial impact on whether or not documents are included in a corpus. Because excluding a particular document means an exclusion of its citation information, which impacts the resulting correlations. Third, the LDA model requires an estimate of the optimum number of topics number before the probabilistic LDA topic model can be applied [24] . Last, the Silhouette value needs to be evaluated for each document to analyze the quality of the resulting topic model. Through these values and their visualization, analysts can fully access the role of each topic in a problem in light of its background context.
For future studies, the proposed method can be used for data with different time windows to reflect changes of pairwise similarity over time. These features could graphically illustrate the strength and level of relatedness, the attractive forces each topic has on another, and the concepts they most often share. The idea of topic evolution is a tool that can be used to capture comparative indicators. Given citation number receives over a suggested time period in a study often reflects a trend, these indicators can highlight research focus on a specific theme during a particular period. The proposed model, as an improved tool, could identify the reasoning and connections behind dominant topics or fundamentally doomed topics with entirely new possibilities.
APPENDIX BIBLIOGRAPHIC COUPLING
Bibliographic coupling was preferred in the proposed method considering its superior performance of over co-citation [19] . A comparison of bibliographic coupling (BC) versus direct citation is provided in Figure 7 . Consider two documents, B and C that are connected to each other by a third document, A, using bibliographic coupling. Figure 7 illustrates three different situations -successive, concurrent, and premature -which describe the relationship between the times B and C were published. Successive means B was published before C. Concurrent means B and C were published at the same time. And premature means C was published before B. In all situations, it is not possible for B and C to be bibliographically coupled, C can only cite B in successive situations. Hence, it is reasonable to suggest that bibliographic coupling is a better tool than citations in identifying the missing links or relatedness between documents or a group of documents. At the current stage, it is difficult to say C and B are similar TABLE 9. All topic pairs and their corresponding statistics. BC&LDA describe the NCS value as affected by the frequency of shared citation. and TS-Doc is the Pearson correlation between each topic pair based on matrices M D K × D and M D V × K , respectively. Pearson correlation scores 1, −1, and 0 suggest positive, negative, and no correlation, respectively. TS-Cos is based on the cosine of the topic's word distribution with top ten words in each topic. Intra-pairs are heightened gray and have a maximum score in all three categories. These values show that topically similar patents, as suggested by all four approaches, have higher similarity value. WANG XUEFENG received the Ph.D. degree from the Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing. In July 2009, he was appointed as an Associate Professor, and in June 2014, he was appointed the Doctoral Supervisor. He has been a Visiting Scholar from the Georgia Institute of Technology, USA, from 2014 to 2015. He is currently the Deputy Director of the Knowledge Management and Data Analysis Laboratory, School of Management and Economics, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China. He is also the Deputy Director of the Joint Laboratory, (School of Management and Economics, Beijing Institute of Technology; School of Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology; and University of Manchester Business School). He is also the Deputy Director of Science and Technology Innovation Management of Technical Innovation and Patent Analysis, also the Deputy Director of the Beijing International Science and Technology Cooperation base research direction for the management of technological innovation, scientific metrology, data mining, science and technology evaluation, technology forecasting, and intellectual property management. He successively presided over or participate in the NFS Projects/youth fund key projects, National Science and Technology support plan, National 863 Plan, the National Soft Science, national ministry of science and technology, the state intellectual property office and the Beijing municipal science and technology commission with more than 30 research publications and the National Ministry of Education 985 Project Phase II philosophy social science innovation base construction work.
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